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The first challenge for the decade is to
redesign databases around the concept of
layered, cooperating components.

adoption,

databases might end up on the sidelines of the
resulting picture. How could this be? Simply:
●

●

●

●

If most production data sits either in non
database stores, or again on desktops, and
If the highly distributed computers of the
future still don’t have adequate distributed
database technology, and
If the distributed databases that do exist
are not truly robust,
then users and developers will

ways of managing data.

find other

we, the database profession,

will

be.
have

made ourselves obsolete.

An Agenda for the Decade
At Microsoft we are working to rettink
meaning of the term datubase.
redefinition,

In an interoperable
database world,
displaying data on a map, and handling
geographical queries is just as easy as
handling hierarchical
and navigational
queries, which in turn is as easy as
handling hypertext queries. What you see
depends only on the query tool, the
underlying data is equally accessible no
matter which tool you pick.

the very

As part of that

we have an agenda of important

problems that need solution either by us or by
partners we can work with.
problems are described below.

Some of these
The reader is

referred to the IEEE paper in [ONETAL]
somewhat more detail on Microsoft’s
approach to some of these problems.

for

tec~lcal
Many of

●

these problems do not have a current understood
approach, and besides being important problems
in their own right,

they are also a kind

of

challenge to the database community as a whole,
●

Interoperable
Databases
Component
databases, with published interfaces, are,
by definition, interoperable databases. A
query processor can retrieve data from
record providers of all kinds. Many kinds
of query providers can be written.
A
spreadsheet can masquerade as a database
by acting like the right kind of component.
A geographical
query processor can
retrieve data from an underlying store just
as fully as a relational query processor.
In an interoperable database environment,
individuals
can create and maintain
budgets in spreadsheets, running
as
spreadsheets. Yet, a CFO can consolidate
data across many spreadsheets (and project
managers and databases), using a classical
relational query tool, and seeing the whole
thing as truly a database running as a
database,

They won’t call the

result a database, but that’s what it will
And,

●

If most data sits on desktops (and in
notebooks) in data bases that are not
databases, and

Component
Databases
Ironically,
databases are the last major preserve of
monolithic, closed design. A decision to
use a particular dbms is also a decision to
accept a way of managing disk space,
buffers, an access method, a security
scheme, a query language, an API, and
more. In short, every database, relational,
object oriente~ or otherwise, is its own self
contained world.

●

D~tributed
Databases
How IIXUly
databases will there be in the ~ear 2001?
How many computers?
More than
millions, actually hundreds of millions.
This implies that databases have to be
highly distributed.
This in turn means
firs~ databases must be completely self
installing, self managing.
Secondly it
means that coordination between databases
must be automatic and highly robust. But
most of all, it means the distributed
infrastructure must scale extremely well.
Processes, More

Than Tasks

Classical

databases and ‘IT
Monitors
handle
transactions and tasks that occur in real
time.
By definition,
a transaction is
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viewed as an atomic activity, a single
event, that either occurs in its entirety or is
made to not occur at all. The real world
though, is built out of sequences of tasks
that occur over very long periods of time.
(See for example [GARSAL].)
Databases
and the infrastructure that surrounds them
must be designed to handled long running
sequences of transactions.

class of record providers can be offered,
each inheriting
all the higher level
Thus the developer of a
environments.
new type of project manager, for instance,
by exposing appropriate methods can be a
record providing component. The higher
level language environments,
whether
SQL based or object oriented, can then tap
into this record provider just as well as
they do into any other.

A network designed entirely
around
coordinated transactions is, indeed, less
robust than a centralized system.
A
network, on the other hand, designed
around sequences of tasks, is far more
robust than a centralized system. The key
is to have infrastructure that makes those
sequences easy to build, reliable, and
robust.
●

●

●

Rich Data Models
Normalized data is
when
the
design
calls
for
fine,
normalization.
Often though, more
complex record structures are both more
natural and more et%cient (as seen in
relational
database
object-extended
models, with products such as UniSQL and
Montage). In the same way, representing
many-to-many
relationships
often has
risks, but it often has benefits too. Twenty
years of real experience teaches us that
sometimes normalized tables are right and
sometimes not; databases in the future
must offer that choice.

Navigation and Queries
Today object
oriented databases support one style of
navigation; network dbms’s and ISAM’s
support another. Relational databases, on
the other hand, provide queries and set
based operations. A direct consequence of
the component database model is that the
developer (and user) no longer has to make
a choice.
Lower
level
database
components provide the same navigational
capabilities as ISAM’s. Higher level query
processors can skew in either the set
oriented or the pointer
navigational
direction or both. The user can choose.
Just as importantly though, part of our
agenda for the next decade has to be to
recognize that both element by element,
navigational
style processing and set
oriented, query based computation are
Often, the query based
equally valid.
approach is the best way to specify a set of
records in the first place, while at the same
time, navigational operation is the only
way to then work with the resulting data in
a fashion suftlciently rich to meet the
needs of complex applications. ‘The sooner
we give up on the idea of forcing a choice,
the better.

Not
Languages
Databases,
One
consequence of the component database
model is that the underlying database
becomes a distinct and separate component
from
any
higher
level
language
environment,
Today
most modem
databases are tightly bound to either SQL
or some object oriented language like C++
/ SmallTalk.
This type of binding has
strong advantages for many applications,
but there are other cases where the
developer simply wants the use of a
database manager without being forced to
pick a particular language, object model or
In
the
development
framework.
component world of the future, this kind of
separation becomes possible and natural.
Once consequence is that a whole new

●
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Server, Desktop, Laptop
Hundreds of
millions of servers describes only a small
part of the distribution model for the
future. Each of the multitudinous servers
will support dozens of desktops. And,
many of the desktops, will really be
computers that are often disconnected to
Even
become notebooks and laptops.
today, as much data sits on desks, laps,
and under arms, as on servers; in the
future this ratio will shift even further
away from the server. In a world with

goal of the nineties should be to have all
applications shift a major part of their
currently private data structures to the
stewardship of a database manager. Why
bother? To simplify queries, management
of concurrency, provide recoverability, and
so on.

billions of databases, how do we think
about replication, distributed transactions,
processes and the like? What does the
administrative model need to look like,
and how does it operate in a totally
decentralized environment?
One tempting, but wrong view is to think
of these personal databases as somehow
simple, small, or trivial. Features like online backup, real transactions, and so on
might not be required, right? Take on-line
backup . . . Do you backup your computer
regulaly? Would you be willing to do so
if the process was completely automatic
and didn’t prevent you from working while
the backup was in process? Is that possible
How about
without on-line backup?
transactions and recoverability?
Do we
really believe users want to lose data? Can
we guarantee they won’ t without such
facilities? Yet, the whole thing has to be
so simple that even a garage mechanic or
taxi driver can install the database and run
it without getting help ever.
Quite a
challenge? Absolutely, and now’s the time
to start thinking about it.

A more detailed explanation of some of these
problems is given in [VASK1, VASK2].

2001: A Database Odyssey
A salesman is about to take a day trip to another
city.

As he undocks his notebook computer, it

refreshes his database one last time
dkconnecting.
completes

a

territory

analysis

using

a

spreadsheet, develops an action plan using a
project manager, and then decides on the top
twenty

accounts to

visi~

using

a classical

graphical query tool. Each of these tools works
directly with the underlying database sitting in
his machine.
On

●

before

On the plane, the salesman

Thanks for the Memory Imagine a really
big server supporting several hundred
desktop computers. Perhaps the server has
500M of memory. How much does each
workstation have? If the answer is 25M 50MB, then how much memory do the
workstations
in the aggregate have?
Here’s a situation where the aggregate
personal computer memory,
at, say,
5,000MB totally dwarves the server’s
memory,
How do we design database
systems to really take advantage of tids
situation? 00DB’s do some of this, quite
well actually, but how well do they do at
managing large queries where the work
could be divided
up across several
machhtes?
And, what about relational
databases; how much advantage of a two
level memory archhecture do they make?

his

landing,

geographical

query

processor puts up a street map, shows where the
top twenty prospects are located, and highlights
the best route for making it through the day.
Although

the mapping

navigational

program

(no pun intended),

is intensely
the salesman

sees it as just another tool accessing his data in a
very natural fashion.

During the course of the

day, the salesman makes several presentations,
enters some orders, and updates a fe~ customer
records.
Throughout the day, as he rents a car, buys
meals, and completes other transactions,

hls

wallet computer (nee crdlt card) tracks all the
transactions for him. Communicating with the
notebook computer, the wallet computer also
keeps the salesman’s expense report constantly
up-to-date.
Returning

Another way of thinking
about this
problem is to ask: where do applications
keep their
private
data
structures?
Certainly not in any classical database: too
slow and rigid. Perhaps in an 00DB.
A

home, the salesman docks his

notebook so that it can talk to his house server.
Sorting through mail, he finds that his daughter
was invited to a birthday party which conflicted
with a dentist appointment.
to the dentist’s
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office

The server, talking

computer

moved the

appointment

to eliminate

the

conflict,

Spectrum Reports, v. 8, no. 1, February 1994.

and
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confirmed the daughter’s appointment based on
its

knowledge

friendship.
coordination
Reviewing
dinner,

of

the

close

nature

All of the underlying

the

transaction

was, of course totally
monthly

of

invisible.

expenses, before having

the salesman finds

that

his

wallet

computer has already updated the house server,
and all hls expenses are already reflected in his
personal accounting system.
Finally,
returns

to

the next morning,

the salesman

the

his

ofllce,

docks

computer and starts working.

notebook

The orders and

customer changes entered the previous day are
sent to the server which in turn communicates
changes it has received back to the notebook.
Along the way, the salesman receives the results
of

a historical

launched

two

marketing
days

analysis

he had

which

involved

ago,

collecting data from all over the world, collating
and then massaging it.

The server, data in

hand, sends the final result to the notebook for
subsequent analysis.
2001 is only seven years away. Is there any
part of thk scenario we would want to not have
be true by then? Can we build it now? Clearly,
if Wls scenario comes true, 2001 is a world
where databases are truly

ubiquitous,

highly

relevant and quite different from those we know
today. That is our challenge.
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